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Curl up with a good e-book

Computational reading devices 
become ubiquitous, 2010-2015
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Right in the middle of e-lit moving from something you have to read sitting at a computer to 
something you can read the way you read a traditional book. No standard yet for what level 
of process intensity an e-book should support. Lots of experimentation.



The future of hypertext

Varytale
Inklewriter
StoryNexus
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VaryTale
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Iteration of “UnDum,” which The Play and The Matter of the Monster used. Very nice, web-
based front end, supports tracking skills.



VaryTale
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Supports monetization, social features, tracking readers, multiple authors/versions.



InkleWriter
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iPad-based. 



InkleWriter
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StoryNexus
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based on Fallen London platform. “Fate” --> nex, be used across multiple stories.
Figuring out how people can make a living writing interactive stories. But dumbing down a 
little.



The future of parser IF?

Smarter parser?
Simplified parser?
No parser at all?
Improve things other 
than the parser
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Simplified parser? Smarter parser?

Blue Lacuna using 
“Keyword Interface” 
extension

“Smarter Parser”
extension
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No Parser (But Still a Complex World)
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Top secret project, 2013?, Richard Evans and Emily Short . Will have to remove this 
screenshot from prez before posting notes. We’re going to watch video later today.



Improving things other than the parser...

Curveship, Nick Montfort
Python-based IF language with a focus on teaching 
the system how to narrate events.
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Curveship Example

The twitchy man puts on a Dora the Explorer mask.
The twitchy man leaves the street.
The twitchy man examines the lobby.
From here, the twitchy man is able to see: inside the vestibule, 
some deposit slips, the bank teller, and a black bag.
...
The burly guard shoots the twitchy man in the chest.
The twitchy man falls.
The twitchy man dies.
The bank teller cries.
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Narrating a (non-interactive) story.



Curveship Example

The bank teller cries.
Just beforehand, the twitchy man died.
Previously, the twitchy man fell.
Earlier, the burly guard shot the twitchy man in the chest.
...
From there, the twitchy man was able to see: inside the vestibule, 
some deposit slips, the bank teller, and the black bag.
Earlier, the twitchy man left the street.
Previously, the twitchy man put on a Dora the Explorer mask.
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In reverse order



Curveship Example

I was snoozing.
The twitchy man brandished a gun-shaped object at you.
I woke.
I saw the twitchy man.
I saw that the twitchy man possessed the gun-shaped object and was 
wearing a Dora the Explorer mask.
...
I shot the twitchy man in the chest.
The twitchy man fell.
The twitchy man died.
You cried.
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Focalized by the guard and told by the guard to the bank teller



Curveship Example

The twitchy man will put on a Dora the Explorer mask!
The twitchy man will leave the street! Wow!
The twitchy man, um, like, will examine the lobby!
From, like, uh, there, like, the twitchy man will be able, like, to see: inside, 
like, the vestibule, some deposit slips, um, er, the bank teller, like, and, like, 
a black bag, man! Wow!
...
Whoa, the burly guard will shoot the twitchy man, like, in the, like, chest! 
Amazing!
The twitchy man will fall!
The twitchy man will die! Incredible!
Dude, the bank teller, like, er, will cry! Awesome!
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Or told in a prophetic way by a narrator who is hesitant, somewhat pleasantly surprised, and 
speaks in the stereotypical style of a "valley girl"



The future of computational fiction?

Social AI
Computational 
models of 
narrative and 
narration
Planners
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Expressive intelligence as alternative to artificial intelligence.



Shrinking the atomic unit of interactive stories
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Shrinking the atomic unit of interactive stories
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Shrinking the atomic unit of interactive stories
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Demo of 18 Cadence.



The future of spatial & collaborative narratives...

Google Glass, 2014

Whatever Apple is working on...
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